It is believed that the local massive black holes were dominantly grown up through accretion during quasar phases, while a fraction of the local black hole mass was accumulated through accreting gases at very low rates. We derive the black hole mass density as a function of redshift with the bolometric luminosity function of active galactic nuclei (AGN) assuming that massive black holes grew via accreting the circumnuclear gases, in which the derived black hole mass density is required to match the measured local black hole mass density at z = 0. Advection dominated accretion flows (ADAFs) are supposed to present in low luminosity active galactic nuclei (AGNs)/normal galaxies, which are very hot and radiate mostly in the hard X-ray band. Most of the X-ray background (XRB) is contributed by bright AGNs, and a variety of AGN population synthesis models were developed to model the observed XRB in the last two decades. Based on our derived black hole mass density, we calculate the contribution to the XRB from the ADAFs in faint AGNs/normal galaxies with a given Eddington ratio distribution, which is mostly in hard X-ray energy band with an energy peak at ∼ 200 keV. The growth of massive black holes during ADAF phase can therefore be constrained with the observed XRB. Combining an AGN population synthesis model with our results, we find that the fitting on the observed XRB, especially at hard X-ray energy band with 100 keV, is improved provided the contribution of the ADAFs in low-luminosity AGNs/normal galaxies is properly included. It is found that less than ∼15 per cent of local massive black hole mass density was accreted during ADAF phases. We suggest that more accurate measurements of the XRB in the energy band with 100 keV in the future may help constrain the growth of massive black holes at their late stage. We also calculate their contribution to the extragalactic γ-ray background (EGRB), and find that less than ∼ 1% of the observed EGRB is contributed by the ADAFs in these faint sources.
INTRODUCTION
It is well believed that almost all galaxies contain massive black holes at their centers, and a tight correlation was revealed between central massive black hole mass and the velocity dispersion of the galaxy (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000) . The growth of massive black holes at the centers of galaxies may probably be linked to accretion processes (Soltan 1982) . Yu & Tremaine (2002) estimated the black hole masses from the stellar velocity dispersions of galaxies measured by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) using the empirical relation between black hole mass and the velocity dispersion, and the local black hole mass density was derived. They further calculated the black hole mass density accreted during optical bright quasar phases using an optical quasar luminosity function (LF), and found that the accreted mass density is consistent with the local black hole mass density estimated from the velocity dispersions, if a radiative efficiency ∼ 0.1 is adopted for quasars (also see Marconi et al. 2004; Shankar et al. 2004; Hopkins et al. 2007; Shankar et al. 2009 ). This implies that the growth of massive black holes through accretion during optically bright quasar phases may probably be important, if a radiative efficiency ∼ 0.1 is adopted. If the massive black holes are spinning rapidly, their radiative efficiency can be higher than that they adopted, the black hole mass density accreted during quasar phases would be lower than the measured local black hole mass density (e.g., Cao 2007; Cao & Li 2008; Li et al. 2010) . Thus, one cannot neglect the contribution from accretion at low rates to the growth of massive black holes, provided the duration of accretion at low rates is as long as Hubble timescale.
The cosmological X-ray background (XRB) is mostly contributed by AGNs (Hasinger 1998; Sreekumar et al. 1998) , which can be used to constrain massive black hole accretion history (e.g., Elvis et al. 2002) . In the most popular synthesis models of the XRB based on the unification schemes for AGNs, the cosmological XRB contributed by Compton-thin AGNs can account for ∼ 80% of the observed XRB (e.g., Ueda et al. 2003; Gilli et al. 2007 ). The residual XRB can be explained provided the same number of Compton-thick AGNs with log N H = 24 − 25 as those with log N H = 23 − 24 is included (Ueda et al. 2003) . di Matteo & Fabian (1997) have alternatively proposed that the hard XRB above 10 keV may be dominated by the thermal bremsstrahlung emission from the advection dominated accretion flows (ADAFs) in low-luminosity AGNs. Due to the difficulties on detecting Compton-thick AGNs, the space number density of Compton-thick AGNs is still quite debated (e.g., Ueda et al. 2003; Treister & Urry 2005; Gilli et al. 2007; Treister et al. 2009 ). Based on the surveys with Swift and INTEGRAL satellites, Treister et al. (2009) suggested that the space number density of Compton-thick AGNs may be significantly lower than those adopted in the previous AGN population synthesis models to explain the observed XRB. Due to the uncertainty of the number density of Compton-thick AGNs, the residual XRB could be attributed to both the Compton-thick AGNs and the ADAFs in faint AGNs and normal galaxies. Therefore, the observed XRB can be used to constrain massive black hole accretion history at their late stage when they are accreting at low rates (Cao 2005 (Cao , 2007 . Cao (2007) calculated the contribution to the XRB from the ADAFs in faint AGNs/normal galaxies, and compared it with the residual XRB. Their results showed that less than ∼5 per cent of local massive black hole mass density was accreted during ADAF phases, otherwise the XRB contributed from ADAFs will surpass the observed residual XRB even if no Comptonthick AGNs are included. For simplicity, they adopted an average mass accretion rate for faint AGNs/normal galaxies in calculating the contribution of ADAFs to the XRB. The radiative efficiency of standard thin accretion disks in bright AGNs does not vary with mass accretion rate. However, the faint AGNs/normal galaxies may probably contain ADAFs, of which the radiative efficiencies vary with mass accretion rate (Narayan & Yi 1995) . The average radiative efficiency for a population of sources containing ADAFs accreting at different rates can be calculated by weighing over the distribution of mass accretion rate. The Eddington ratios of AGNs spread over several orders of magnitude (e.g., Ho 2002; Hopkins et al. 2006; Cao & Xu 2007) . The Eddington ratio distribution for accreting massive black hole holes derived from observations exhibits nearly a power-law distribution with an exponential cutoff at high Eddington ratio (Merloni & Heinz 2008; Hopkins & Hernquist 2009; Kauffmann & Heckman 2009) . In this paper, we will adopt the Eddington ratio distribution of AGNs derived by Hopkins & Hernquist (2009) to calculate the contribution of faint AGNs/normal galaxies to the XRB. Compared with the residual XRB, the constraints on the fraction of local black hole mass accreted in ADAF phases are derived. The cosmological parameters Ω M = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7, and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 have been adopted in this work.
BLACK HOLE MASS FUNCTIONS
In this section, we derive the black hole mass densities as functions of redshift in a similar way as that done in Cao (2007) . In this work, we use the bolometric quasar luminosity function (QLF) derived by Hopkins et al. (2007) to calculate the black hole mass densities. We summarize our calculations as follows (see Cao 2007 , for the details). Hopkins et al. (2007) 's QLF is calculated by using a large set of observed quasar luminosity functions in various wavebands, from the IR through optical, soft and hard X-rays (see Hopkins et al. 2007 , for the details),
with normalization φ * , break luminosity L * , faint-end slope γ 1 , and bright-end slope γ 2 . The break luminosity L * evolves with the redshift is given by
and the two slopes γ 1 and γ 2 evolves with redshift as
and
The parameter ξ is
and z ref = 2 is fixed. The best-fit parameters we adopted in this work are as follows: log φ * (Mpc
055, k γ2,1 = 1.460 ± 0.096, and k γ2,2 = −0.793 ± 0.057 (Hopkins et al. 2007) .
In this work, all the sources described by this QLF Φ(L, z) are referred as active galaxies, which are supposed to have mass accretion ratesṁ ṁ crit = 0.01
and contain standard radiative efficient accretion disks. The cosmological evolution of black hole mass density caused by accretion during active galaxy phases is described by
where Φ(L, z) is the bolometric QLF given by Hopkins et al. (2007) , ρ A bh (z) (in units of M ⊙ Mpc −3 ) is the black hole mass density accreted during active galaxy phases from z max to z, and ǫ is the average radiative efficiency for active galaxies.
For those inactive galaxies with L < 10 41 ergs s −1 , their mass accretion rates are very low. The term "inactive galaxies" used in this work does not mean that they are really inactive. Compared with active galaxies, the massive black holes in inactive galaxies are still accreting, but at low rates withṁ ṁ crit = 0.01, and radiatively inefficient ADAFs are suggested to be present in inactive galaxies (e.g., Narayan 2002). The black hole mass density ρ B bh (z) accreted during inactive galaxy phases between z and z max can be calculated by
whereṁ aver inact is the average dimensionless mass accretion rate for the inactive galaxies, ρ inact bh (z) is the black hole mass density of inactive galaxies at redshift z, ǫ ADAF is the average radiative efficiency of the ADAFs in those inactive galaxies. The radiative efficiency ǫ ADAF is usually much lower than 0.01, so we approximately adopt ǫ ADAF ≃ 0 in our calculations on black hole mass densities.
Assuming that the growth of massive black hole is dominated by accretion, the total black hole mass density is given by
where ρ bh (z max ) is the total black hole mass density at z max . For active galaxies, the black hole mass density at redshift z can be calculated from the QLF by
where Φ(L, z) is the bolometric QLF given by Eq. (1), and λ aver act = L bol /L Edd is the average Eddington ratio for active galaxies. In this work, we adopt λ aver act = 0.25 as that derived from a large bright AGN sample (Kollmeier et al. 2006) . The black hole mass density for inactive galaxies ρ inact bh (z) can be calculated with ρ
We assume ρ act bh (z) = 0.5ρ bh (z max ) at z = z max , i.e., a half of all massive black holes are active at z max , as that used in Marconi et al. (2004) , and the black hole mass density ρ bh (z max ) = 2ρ act bh (z max ) is obtained from Eq. (9). Thus, the black hole mass density as function of redshift z can finally be calculated by integrating Eqs. (6) and (7) from z max to z with Eqs. (8)- (10), when the three parameters, λ aver act ,ṁ aver inact and ǫ are specified. We adopt z max = 5 in all calculations, and the value of ǫ is tuned to make the derived total black hole mass density ρ bh (z) match the local black hole mass density ρ local bh (z) = 4.0 × 10 5 M ⊙ Mpc −3 at z = 0 (e.g., Salucci et al. 1999; Marconi et al. 2004) , when the value ofṁ aver inact is specified. The black hole mass accreted during z ≥ 5, ρ bh (z = 5), should be ≪ ρ bh (0), which implies that it will make little difference on our calculations even if a better QLF is available for z max > 5. Thus, we will not extrapolate the present QLF to higher redshifts.
EDDINGTON RATIO DISTRIBUTION FOR INACTIVE

GALAXIES
The observed Eddington ratio distribution can be described by
where λ is the Eddington ratio, λ ≡ L/L Edd , and C 0 is the normalization (Hopkins & Hernquist 2009 ). They suggested that κ ≈ 0.3 − 0.8, and η = 0.2 − 0.4. This Eddington ratio distribution is consistent with the selfregulated black hole growth model, in which feedback produces a self-regulating "decay" or "blowout" phase after the AGN reaches some peak luminosity and begins to expel gas and shut down accretion (Hopkins et al. 2005a,b; Hopkins & Hernquist 2009) . In this work, we assume the distribution of dimensionless mass accretion rate have a similar form as Eq. (11),
for low-luminosity AGNs withṁ <ṁ crit , where C 2 is the normalization. In all our calculations, we drop the exponential term in (12), which is a good approximation becauseṁ <ṁ crit << η, and the accretion rate distribution (12) is always normalized by assuming all inactive black holes to be accreting with rates in the range oḟ m min ≤ṁ ≤ṁ max =ṁ crit . Thus, the accretion rate distribution can be described by one parameter κ m with specified mass accretion rate range for inactive galaxies. The standard thin accretion disks are present in bright quasars, while they will transit to ADAFs provided the mass accretion rates are lower than the critical valueṁ crit (e.g., Narayan, Mahadevan & Quataert 1998; Narayan 2002) . The critical dimensionless mass accretion rateṁ crit ≃ 0.01 is suggested either by observations or theoretical model calculations (see Narayan 2002 , for a review and references therein). For inactive galaxies withṁ ṁ crit , their average mass accretion rate can be calculated witḣ
where the minimum accretion rate,ṁ min = 1.0 × 10
is adopted in all our calculations. Thus, the value of parameter κ m corresponds to an average mass accretion rateṁ aver inact .
CONTRIBUTIONS OF INACTIVE GALAXIES TO THE COSMOLOGICAL BACKGROUND RADIATION
We employ the approach suggested by Manmoto (2000) to calculate the global structure of an ADAF surrounding a massive black hole in the general relativistic frame. All the radiation processes are included in the global structure calculations (see Manmoto 2000 , for details and the references therein). The global structure of an ADAF surrounding a 10 8 M ⊙ black hole with spin parameter a can be calculated, if the model parameters, dimensionless mass accretion rateṁ, magnetic field strength relative to gas pressure β, defined as
, the fraction of the released gravitational energy directly heating the electrons δ, and the conventional viscosity parameter α, are specified. The constraints on the values of these parameters were discussed in Cao (2007) . We adopt the same values as that work, i.e., α = 0.2, and β = 0.8, with which no global solution is available forṁ 0.01. This is consistent with the observations (e.g., Narayan 2002). The value of δ is still a controversial issue. In most of our calculations, we adopt a conventional value of δ = 0.1 as that adopted Cao (2007) . We also calculate the case with δ = 0.01 for comparison.
The inner region of the ADAF is very hot, and the temperature of protons can be as high as ∼ 10 12 K. Thus, γ-ray emission may be produced through the pion production processes in the proton-proton (p-p) collisions and subsequently decay of neutral pions, which can be described by (Mahadevan et al. 1997 )
The production of gamma rays through p-p collisions has been studied in several works (Dermer 1986; Giovannelli et al. 1982a,b) . Stecker (1971) showed that the gamma-ray spectrum produced in unit volume of the flow from π 0 decay can be calculated by
where E π is the pion energy in GeV, m π is the mass of the pion in GeV c −2 , f π (E π ) is the π 0 spectrum, and E πmin is the minimum pion energy required to produce a gamma-ray with energy E γ , which is described by
The gamma-ray spectrum of an ADAF mainly depends on the density and temperature distributions of the ions. The π 0 spectrum is given by (Dermer 1986) ,
where n p is the number density of ions, θ p = kT i /m p c 2 is the dimensionless ion temperature, E π = γm π is the pion energy in the observer's frame, and K 2 (x) is the modified Bessel function of order 2. The differential cross section for the production of a neutral pion with Lorentz factor γ * in the center-of-momentum system (CM) of two colliding protons with relative Lorentz factor γ r is denoted by dσ * (γ * ; γ r )/dγ * , which is given in Stecker (1971) . The quantities q and ζ are defined as q = [2(γ + 1)]
1/2 /θ p and ζ = (S − 4m
1/2 , where S = 2m 2 p (γ r + 1) (see Stecker 1971 , for the details). Thus, both the X-ray and γ-ray spectra of an ADAF can be calculated when the global structure of the ADAF is available.
We perform a set of spectral calculations for ADAFs surrounding black holes with different masses, and find that the dependence of ADAF spectrum on black hole mass is almost perfectly linear in X-ray/γ-ray bands for M bh 10 6 M ⊙ , provided all other parameters are fixed. Therefore we simply use the spectrum l E (ṁ) of an ADAF around a typical massive black hole, 10 8 M ⊙ , accreting at the rateṁ as a template spectrum to calculate the contribution of inactive galaxies in unit of co-moving volume to the XRB by multiplying ρ inact bh (z)/10 8 M ⊙ with the accretion rate distribution (12) (see Eq. 19 in this section). We can calculate the average spectrum of a population of ADAFs accreting at rates with a distribution given by (12),
where l E (ṁ) is X-ray and γ-ray spectrum from an ADAF surrounding a 10 8 M ⊙ black hole accreting withṁ. The contribution of the ADAFs in all inactive galaxies to the cosmological background radiation can be calculated by
where L E (E) is the template spectrum of ADAFs surrounding 10 8 M ⊙ black holes averaged over accretion ratė m.
RESULTS
We plot average dimensionless mass accretion ratė m aver inact as a function of power κ m of the accretion rate distribution (see Eq. 12) for the inactive galaxies in Fig.  1 . As discussed in §2, we can calculate both active and inactive black hole mass densities as functions of redshift simultaneously using the bolometric QLF based on the assumption that the growth of massive black holes is dominated by mass accretion. We plot the total black hole mass density ρ bh (z), the black hole mass densities ρ inact bh (z) for inactive galaxies and ρ (12) with average dimensionless mass accretion rateṁ aver inact for inactive galaxies. The minimum accretion rate,ṁ min = 1.0 × 10 −5 is adopted in the calculations.The relation of the power κm in Eq. (12) with average dimensionless mass accretion rateṁ aver inact for inactive galaxies. The minimum accretion rate,ṁ min = 1.0 × 10 −5 is adopted in the calculations. The global structure of an ADAF surrounding a spinning massive black hole is available by solving a set of general relativistic hydrodynamical equations (see Manmoto 2000 , for the details). The structures of ADAFs are plotted in Fig. 3 for different parameters, which show that the proton temperature in the inner edge of the ADAFs surrounding rapidly spinning black holes can be as high as ∼ 10 12 K. The spectra of ADAFs surrounding massive black holes can be calculated with the derived global structure of ADAFs (see §4). In Fig.  4 , we plot the X-ray and γ-ray spectra of the ADAFs surrounding massive black holes with different values of spin parameter a. We also plot the spectra calculated with δ = 0.01 in Fig. 5 . In the calculations, the black hole mass M bh = 10 8 M ⊙ is adopted. As the radiative efficiency of an ADAF is no longer constant, we calculate the bolometric luminosities of ADAFs as functions of mass accretion rateṁ. Figure 6 shows how the Eddington ratios L bol /L Edd vary with mass accretion ratė m for different black hole spin parameters and ADAF parameters. The average X-ray and γ-ray spectra from a population of ADAFs, of which the mass accretion rate distribution is described by Eq. (12), are given in Fig. 7 for δ = 0.1 and 0.01, respectively.
The average mass accretion rateṁ aver inact can be calculated with Eq. (13) for a specified index κ m of the power law accretion rate distribution (12). For a given average mass accretion rateṁ aver inact , the contribution of the ADAFs in all inactive galaxies to the X-ray/γ-ray background is calculated with the derived inactive black hole mass density and ADAF spectra. We plot the contribution of the ADAFs in all inactive galaxies to the X-ray band cosmological background with different black hole and ADAF parameters in Figs. 8 and 9. For comparison, we also plot the observed XRB in the figure, and the sum of the contributions from the type I/II bright AGNs(Compton-thin) given by Treister et al. (2009) and all inactive galaxies derived in this work. Their contribution to the extragalactic γ-ray background is plotted in Figs. 10 and 11 for δ = 0.1 and 0.01, respectively. Fig. 7. -The X-ray and γ-ray spectra averaged over a population of ADAFs surrounding 10 8 M ⊙ black holes, which hasṁ distribution as indicated in Eq. 12, with different values of spin parameter a and ADAF model parameter δ. The different color lines represent the cases with spin parameter a = 0 (blue), 0.5 (green), and 0.9 (red), respectively. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the spectra with δ = 0.1 and δ = 0.01, respectively. The parameter κm = 0.3 is adopted in the calculations. (Churazov et al. 2007) and Swift (Ajello et al. 2008 ) are plotted as blue shaded area, yellow shaded area, red and green points, respectively. Sreekumar et al. 1998) . The different color lines correspond to the contribution from ADAFs surrounding black holes in all inactive galaxies with spin parameter a = 0 (blue), 0.5 (green), and 0.9 (red), respectively. 
DISCUSSION
Unlike standard thin accretion disks, the radiative efficiency of ADAFs increases with mass accretion ratė m (Narayan & Yi 1995) . Thus, the average radiative efficiency for a population of ADAFs is available only if the distribution of mass accretion ratė m is known. The Eddington ratio distribution for AGNs was extensively explored by different authors (e.g., Merloni & Heinz 2008; Hopkins & Hernquist 2009; Kauffmann & Heckman 2009 ). These works suggested that more sources are accreting at lower rates, and the Eddington ratios for AGNs can be well described by a power law distribution (Hopkins & Hernquist 2009 ). This implies that the average radiative efficiency for the ADAFs with this Eddington ratio distribution can be lower than that for an ADAF accreting at the average mass rate, because the radiative efficiency of ADAFs increases with mass accretion rateṁ (Narayan & Yi 1995) . Cao (2007) calculated the contribution of ADAFs to the XRB, and the constraint on the fraction of black hole mass accreted in ADAF phases was derived by comparing with the residual XRB. An average mass accretion rate is adopted in Cao (2007)'s calculations for simplicity, and therefore the upper limit on the mass growth of black holes in ADAF phases is under-estimated. In this work, we improve the calculations by Cao (2007) by including the Eddington ratio distribution for AGNs in our calculations.
Using the method described in §2, the active, inactive and total black hole mass densities as functions of redshift are calculated by tuning the average radiative efficiency ǫ for active galaxies to let the total black mass density match the measured local black hole mass density at z = 0 (see Fig. 2 ). It is found that most of the local black hole mass was accumulated during z 2, and fraction of the local black hole mass accreted during ADAF phases is determined by the average mass accretion rateṁ aver inact , i.e., the distribution of accretion rates for inactive galaxies. We find that the average radiative efficiency ≃ 0.134 is required for active galaxies, which corresponds to a ≈ 0.9. This is consistent with that de-rived in Cao (2007) and Elvis et al. (2002) .
In the calculation of the black hole mass densities, we need to know the value of the average Eddington ratio for the active galaxies λ aver act , which is still uncertain. McLure & Dunlop (2004) estimated that the average accretion rateṁ aver act varies from 0.1 at z ∼ 0.2 to 0.4 at z ∼ 2 from a large sample of SDSS quasars. Kollmeier et al. (2006) estimated the black hole masses and Eddington ratios for a sample of luminous AGNs with 0.3 < z < 4, and found that their average Eddington ratio is ≃ 0.25. We adopt λ aver act = 0.25 in this work in the calculation of active black hole mass density ρ act bh (z) and then the inactive black hole mass density ρ inact bh (z). The derived active black hole mass density ρ act bh (z) is proportional to 1/λ aver act (see Eq. 9). We find that the derived ρ act bh (z) ≪ ρ inact bh (z) for z 3 (see Fig. 2 ). The inactive black hole mass density ρ inact bh (z) is calculated by subtracting the active black hole mass density ρ act bh (z) from the total black hole mass density ρ bh (z) at redshift z (see Eq. 10), and ρ bh (z) is derived with QLF as required to match the measured local black hole mass density ρ local bh at z = 0, which implies that the derived ρ inact bh (z) is almost insensitive to the value of λ aver act for z 3. The XRB and growth of massive black holes are mainly contributed by the accretion in the sources at low redshifts, which implies that our main conclusions on the growth of massive black holes at their late stage will not be affected if the value of λ aver act does not deviate much from the value adopted in this work. For the average radiative efficiency ǫ = 0.134 derived in this work, the average mass accretion rate for active galaxiesṁ aver act = 0.187 corresponding to λ aver act = 0.25. The black hole mass densities can be calculated alternatively by using the Eddington ratio distribution given by Eq. 12. This distribution shows that most active galaxies have mass accretion ratesṁ close to the critical oneṁ crit = 0.01 with an averageṁ aver act ∼ 0.1 for κ m = 0.3. As discussed above, our main conclusions will not be altered either with this value or a distribution instead of a single average one. The contribution of all bright AGNs to the XRB can be directly calculated with the QLF, which is independent of the Eddington ratio distribution. Hopkins et al. (2007) 's calculation showed that the observed XRB can be roughly reproduced with their QLF.
Our calculations of the XRB contributed by ADAFs in inactive galaxies are sensitive to the spectra of ADAFs, which are described by several parameters, i.e., magnetic field strength relative to gas pressure β, the fraction of energy directly heating the electrons δ, and the viscosity parameter α. In Cao (2007)'s work, the theoretical/observational constraints on the values of these parameters were discussed, which leads to narrow ranges for the values of these parameters. The X-ray/γ-ray spectra of ADAFs are almost independent of the value of β (magnetic field strength), which only affects the spectra in radio bands. As we are focusing on the hard X-ray and γ-ray energy bands, we find that the spectra of ADAFs depend most sensitively on the value of δ, because the electron temperature in the ADAF is sensitively affected by the energy directly heating the electrons. Besides a conventional value of δ = 0.1 adopted in our calculations, we also carry out the calculations with δ = 0.01 for comparison. In this case, the radiative efficiency of ADAFs is lower than that for δ = 0.1, as the heating of electrons is significantly suppressed (see . Figure 6 shows how the Eddington ratios L bol /L Edd vary with mass accretion rateṁ for different values of δ and black hole spin parameter a. We find that the Eddington ratio varies withṁ roughly as L bol /L Edd ∝ṁ s , where s ≃ 1.2 − 2.1 depending on the values of parameters adopted. For comparison, we plot several power-law lines L bol /L Edd ∝ṁ s , s = 1, i.e., constant radiative efficiency ǫ = 0.1 (black dash-dotted line), s = 1.2 and 2.1 in the same figure. The result s ≃ 1.2 − 2.1 means that the radiative efficiencies of ADAFs increases withṁ. Our results are consistent with those adopted in the previous works (Narayan & Yi 1995; Jester 2005; Hopkins et al. 2007 ). It is not surprising that the radiative efficiency increases with δ, and the bolometric luminosity L bol is higher for rapidly spinning black holes provided the same accretion rateṁ is adopted.
Combining the derived inactive black hole mass density ρ inact bh (z) and the average spectra of a population of ADAFs with the mass accretion rate distribution (Eq. 12), the contribution of the ADAFs in all inactive galaxies to the XRB can be calculated. The results are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9, which are compared with the observed XRB. The contribution of bright AGNs to the XRB was estimated in many previous works (e.g., Ueda et al. 2003; Treister & Urry 2005; Gilli et al. 2007; Treister et al. 2009 ). We compare the sum of the contribution of bright AGNs to XRB estimated by Treister et al. (2009) and that of the ADAFs in all inactive galaxies calculated in this work with the observed XRB. It is found that κ m 0.3 for δ = 0.1 (or κ m 0.2 for δ = 0.01) is required in order to let the calculated XRB not surpass the observed XRB (see Figs. 8 and  9 ). The dependence of required value of κ m on parameter δ can be understood that, a smaller δ corresponds to a lower radiative efficiency, while a smaller κ m represents a flatter dimensionless mass accretion rate distribution which has relatively more high-ṁ(≈ 10 −3 − 10 −2 ) sources. The average mass accretion rate for inactive black holes is relatively high for a distribution with a small κ m , which also corresponds to a relatively high average radiative efficiency, because the radiative efficiency of an ADAF increases withṁ (see Fig. 6 ). This implies that the distribution with a too flat mass accretion distribution (i.e., small κ m ) will over-produce sources accreting at rates close toṁ max , which will radiates too much to the XRB. On the other hand, the value of κ m can also be constrained by κ and s according to the relation L bol /L Edd ∝ṁ s and equations (11) and (12). Hopkins & Hernquist (2009) suggested κ ≈ 0.3−0.8, and our calculation predicts s ≃ 1.2 − 2.1 for different parameters, then we can expect κ m ≈ κs ≈ 0.36−1.67, which is roughly consistent with the constraints from comparison with the XRB in this work. Our results implies that the XRB contributed by inactive black holes is dominated by the radiation from high-ṁ sources, rather than low-ṁ sources.
The energy peak of the contribution of the ADAFs in inactive galaxies to the XRB is around ∼ 100 − 200 keV depending on the values of δ, which accounts for ∼ 15 − 20% of the XRB at these energy peaks (see Figs. 8 and  9 ). The Swift measurements on the XRB have estimated errors of ∼ 3% (Ajello et al. 2008; Treister et al. 2009 ).
Thus, we suggest that more accurate measurements of the XRB in the energy band with 100 keV in the future may constrain the growth of massive black holes at their late stage more precisely. We note that the peak energy of the contribution of Compton-thick AGNs is ∼ 30 keV, while it is ∼ 100 − 200 keV for that of ADAFs in inactive massive black holes. This implies that the constraints on the growth of massive black holes at their late stage from the XRB have hardly been affected by the possible uncertainty of the space number density of Compton-thick AGNs.
The values of κ m =0.2 and 0.3 correspond to average mass accretion rates of inactive galaxiesṁ aver inact = 8.35 × 10 −4 and 6.12 × 10 −4 , respectively (see Fig. 1 ). This means that the mass fraction of local black holes grown in ADAF phases should be less than 10.9% (for δ = 0.1) and 14.5% (for δ = 0.01) (see Fig. 2 ). Our result is about twice of that (∼ 5%) for δ = 0.1 given in Cao (2007) . The discrepancy is mainly attributed to two factors. The first one is that a single average mass accretion rate adopted in Cao (2007) for the calculations of ADAF spectra and their contribution to the XRB, which over-estimated the average radiative efficiency for ADAFs in inactive galaxies, and therefore under-estimate the fraction of local black hole mass accreted during ADAF phases. The another one is that a different AGN population synthesis model for the newly measured XRB with Swift is adopted in the calculations in this work. Our present results are roughly consistent with that derived from observed Eddington ratio distributions in Hopkins et al. (2006) .
ADAFs are very hot, and the temperature of the ions in ADAFs can be as high as ∼ 10 12 K (see Fig.  3 ), which implies that γ-ray emission may be produced through the pion production processes in the proton-proton (p-p) collisions and subsequently decay of neutral pions (Mahadevan et al. 1997) . We calculate their contribution to the extragalactic γ-ray background (EGRB), and find that less than 1% of the observed EGRB is contributed by the ADAFs in these faint sources if the massive black holes are spinning rapidly, while the contribution to the EGRB from ADAFs can be neglected if the black holes are non-rotating (see Figs. 10 and 11) . Our results are consistent with the previous works showing that about ∼ 25% to ∼ 100% of the EGRB can be attributed to the unresolved blazars (e.g., Padovani et al. 1993; Chiang et al. 1995; Stecker & Salamon 1996; Mücke & Pohl 2000; Cao & Bai 2008; Bhattacharya et al. 2009 ).
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